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WHICH IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST.

HATS! HATS! HATSt
0. D. Woodruff & Co.,
.

No. 355 MAIN STREET,

Have just received all the leading

THE TRAVELERS,

•all::::8t7les

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Including Youman and Dunlap Blocks.

Only Large Accident Company ,n America, and
Largest In the World,
Also a Full Line of TRUNKS and TRAVELING:BAGS~

Has prospered where concerns with Cheaper
Rates have all died, because it could
be relied on to

Which they would be pleased to show to all
the Students.

PAY ITS CLAIMS IN FULL
and they could not.
FOR SA°LE.

INStmANCE MUST I NSUiE,
Or even a low price is s_o much money
thrown away.

HE TRAVELERS' RESOURCES are sufficient to

T pay AT ONCE the heaviest mass of
claims that ev_en great railroad and steamboat acci.

dents can bring upon it. PAYS ALL CLAIMS,
without discount, immediately upon receipt of
satisfactory proofs. MOST LIBERAL, NONFORFEITURE provisions in all its policies.
GEO, 8, CLUITT, BRO.&. CO,, Manufacturers, Troy, N, Y'

ASSETS, -

- $10,383,000

SURPLUS, -

Paid Polioy-Holders,
JAS. G. BATTERSON,
President.

2,041,_000

$16,000,000
RODNEY DENNIS,
Secretary.

JOHN £. MORRIS, Ass't Sec'y.

FOR SALE.
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-.A D. TOY,~
~ tlai1n~ :::·.an~::::luipk1~:l~,e, ~ ~
t 1 Charles Street,

BOSTON.

Near Beacon St..

~n Elegant Stock of Foreign and Domestic Goods Suitable for Students always on hand
at Low Prices.
Agent for WINCHESTER, SON & FLOWERS, and WHITAKER & CO., LONDON, W .
N 8.-Will remove to 71 Beacon St., (opposite Public Garden.} Sepl 1, 1889.

JOHN -FARRIS' PATENT BANJOLIN.
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass, with waterproof heads. Banjolin Quartette and
'9uintette. This is the finest toned and most musical stringed instrument in the world. -.~
It has four strings-.E, A, D, and G-tuned and :fingered hke the violin, and vibrated f'+
with a shell. . Any music can be played on it as written, hence it has the same capacity
as the violin, and the twenty-five frets on the tlnger-board. make it the easiest instru~ '•
•ment in the world to play . The patent graduating sounding post and lever increase
••
and diminish the tone. Every'hody is pleased with it-it has no equal-there is but
•
--one step between it and the harp of heaven. The Diamond Banjolin is used nightly
·
iin the leading music halls of London, England, by Miss Lillie Western, the great musical artiste of the world, who
-says it ls the king ofall instruments. Prices from $1600 to $60.00. JOHN FARRIS, INVBNTOB, PATENTEE AND

•~

'MAKER, HAB'n'OBD, CONN,

THE ONLY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT YOU CAN LIVE WITH A LIFETIME,
Read the following letter:
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., April 2d, 1887•
. John Farria, Bag., Hartford, Oonn.:
DEAR Sm :-Your favor of the 27th inst. received, as you ask me to express my opinion of the Banjolin I will
say that in comparison with the mandolin I think it far superior in every dP,tail. Its tone and vibration are no-surpassed bl': any other instrument of it.a claas. It bas a great volume of tone while it lacks the harsh11ess of the
~mandolin. It is in every way a superior musical instrument. This is my private opinion publicly expressed
and y9u are at liberty to refer to it on all occasions.
I remain yours very truly_.
No. 49 West Bay Street, Jacksonville, Fla.
VINCENT B. HUBBELL,

JO:S:N" FARRIS' DIA~ON"D BANJOS.

Soprano, Tenor, Bass, antl Double Baas. Made
with waterproof heads. The Yale first and second
Banjo Clubs, use them exclusively and pronounce
them the King of Banjos; C. E . .Austin, tutor. The
Philips Exeter Academy "Diamond BanJo Club.U
J. H. Bacheldor tutor, says the:y are without an
equal. The Harvard clubs are trymg them and will
use them exclusively. The Trinity Banjo Club
also use them and declare them the best. 'the Dia, mond Banjos are in use from Maine to Texas-from
London, England, to Athens, Greece. They are
·1Ll1 made by hand, will last a lifetime, and are acknowledged to be ,the standard of the world and the finest made.
Joh.:c. Farris' Pate:o.t Dia:c:o.o:o.d Ba:n.ja,;y-.
This instrument bas five wire strings and is played like the banjo. The tone is very fine and pleasing. All
'like it. Prices from 25.00 to $50.00. Best Banjo Strings $1.00 per dozen; best guitar strings 75c. a set. Sent
on receii,t of price. Everything in the music line at

FARRIS' MUSIO STORE, HARTFORD, CONN.

.
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E. A. NEWELL,
MEN'S OUTFITTER,
859 BROADWAY

KINNEY BROTH;ERS~

(one door above 17th Street,)

Has Just Received from London

SEASONABLE

Underwear

o-- --~· A N D > - - -~

O

SPECIAL
FAVOURS~

Half-Hose
in White and Colored.
Newest Shapes and Exclusive Patt~rns of Scarrt1,

THE BES'r BIGH-OLASS CIGARETTE,

WARRANTED STRICTLY PURE •.

Mufflers, Handkerchiefs, &c.

PIQUE AND EMBROIDERED BOSOM SHIRTS TO ORDER.

F. W. DEVOE & CO.
(Established 1852,)

Fulton St:, Cor. William, Nevv York.
Manufacturers of

ARTISTS' MATERIAL S. .
Mathematical Instruments, Engineers' Supplies,
Fully illustrated priced catalogue of our different departments
sent on request,

*L.lff L.~ *JAPANt
Baskets, Screens, Silks, Porcelains, and Decorative
Goo<ls,

Unique, Useful and Ornamental.

Wedding _and Birthday Clfts.
We supply FAVORS FOR THE GERMAN, an~
with due notice will make up specialties.
Look at our " LOG

PIANOS RENTED.
New Upright Pianos ranted

1 7 Pratt st~.

E. S, FORBES.

L. H. BUCKLAND.

Forbes & Buckland,

P ALACE - OF - MUSIC
BRUNO GUITARS A SPECIALTY.

GOODWIN'S DRUG

SfORE,

Cor. Main and State Street.

lmporten, Jobbers aDd Dealers in

CHINAANDGLASSWAR·E
Lamps and Fixtures,
Silver Ware, Wooden Ware, Granite Iron Ware, Mantle•
and Cabinet Ornaments, Specialties.

The verv best of everything in the drug line.

0 PE N A L L N I C H T.

or Harrison Pitcher.

G. B. COFFIN.

AT VERY LOWEST RATES.

231 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD.

CABIN"

TIMES BUILDING:

256

MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN...
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No. IV.

How different would this all be if the courts
were on the campus. They would lend a certain lively spirit to that rather tame expanse of
lawn and visitors would not be so apt to fall
Publi,hBd every three weeks during term-time by asleep when passing through the grounds.
Seriously, it would vastly improve the appeart~e Students of
ance of the campus to see a little life there, and
arid it would greatly improve the prospects of
TRINITY COLLEGE.
of tennis if the men had so desirable a place on
which they might play. The courts need not
BOARD OF EDITORS:
necessarily take up a ~reat amount of room.
They
might be arranged all together, in one
R. C. Tuttlt, '89
Jl,fana1ir,g Edito~,
corner of the campus if need be. It may be
.£itn-ary Editor, L. F. Stnnttt, '89 .
objected that their being there would in some
degree injure the turf; but certainly this would
Busintst Editor,
Philip Smith, 'qo. be very slight; not nearly so much as the
practice of Foot ball and Base ball, which is
now
allowed there. We hope that the matter
A. H. NOYES, '89.
may be considered and the experiment be
T. A. CONOVER, '90,
C. S, GRISWOLD, 'go.
allowed this season. If once sanctioned, we
E. McP. McCOOK, •90,
L. w. ROGERS, '91.
think there would never be cause to withdraw
the privilege.

¢ht ¢rinit11 ¢aLltt.

'Terms $2.00 per year.
Single copies, 20 cents,
Subscriptions, Advertisements and Communication
-should be addressed to
THE TRINITY TABJ.ET,

-P. 0. Box 398,

HARTFORD, CONN

T/11 TABLET is fw sal1 r1zularly at tht Booll Storu
of Brown II- <'Jrou, 79 A,ylu,n St., and :J. R. Barlow
~32 Asylum St., and at No, 43 :Jarvis Hall, Trinity Colugt.

THE tennis season is approaching and the
old question arises, Why can we not
have our tennis courts on the campus ? In
.past years the courts have presented a rather
ludicrous appearance to strangers, particularly
as Trinity has earned for herself somewhat of
a reputation in ten_nis. Certainly the straggling courts which now blossom at remote
intervals in our beautiful swamp are anything
but imposing, and would convey to the uninitiated the idea that the college takes small
interest in tennis.

SINCE the recent meeting of the Executive Committee of the New England Inter-collegiate Athletic Association, the order
of events of the field meeting to be held
May 23d has been published, and athletes
can now make their final choice of the contests for which they will train. Even the
sight of the programme must inspire them
to good and faithful work. and arouse their
utmost energies with hopes of success. Now,
a word as to training. · The principal objects
of training, we· know, are to get and keep one
in good physical condition, and to develop
by practice his muscles and skill for particular branches of athletics. There is of course
great danger of ovetraining. A man must
let hmself down from his customary, easy
ways very gradually, and exercise but little
at first. If he is a smoker he should not
stop smoking immediately, but should throw
off all such habits very slowly. Moreover,
he should take special care not to get tired
of or lose his interest in the department.
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which he has selected. Sometimes daily
practice becomes a "bore," and every thing
should be done to overcome such feeling and
to make the work an enjoyable pastime. To
produce the greatest effect, the spirit and
body should work together.
A greater danger, however, arises from lack
of training, or, in other words, sheer laziness.
Abundance of latent material lies dormant
in the persons of many men in college. How
does one know that he cannot excel in putting
the shot until he has practiced and obtained the
"knack" of it? How ca.n one be certain
that he cannot jump or run well before he
fairly tries? Some men are aware that they
could distinguish themselves in a particular
line, and yet their habits of ease and laziness
prevent their training. The college in general must turn over a new leaf, and every
man who has any athletics whatever in him
must work hard and win glory for his college
and himself at the Worcester meeting this
spring.

TABLET.

decline, it is highly probable that Tufts.
Brown, Rutgers or Columbia could be induced
to join the new league. The other, and byfar the more feasible plan is simply to apply·
for readmission into the old league, and it is..
hardly probable, after our successive victories.
over Stevens and Amherst, that we would
meet with a refusal. The question is one
which will bear a great deal of discussion and
we earnestly hope that those interested in
Foot-ball will give the subject thdr attention.
and let us hear from them soon.
THE Dramatic Association has taken a,.
new departure in the way of entertainments and will produce a minstrel performance on the evening of April 23d, Easter
Tuesday. It is with many misgivings that it
has been undertaken as men are scarce who~
can make a success of this sort of thing. Themen of the Glee and Banjo Clubs will be of
great assistance and musically considered it
will undoubtedly be a success. But men who..
are obliged to be funny to order are apt to
produce the opposite result, and the effect is .
not pleasing; still we have sufficient talent·
to try it. If the efficient stage manager·
will insist on having his own way and keep
under all ambitious souls who are pining for
burnt cork fame we may be able to produce
a highly satisfactory performance. One great
advantage attending the scheme is the small
expense that will be incurred ; and this is
particularly necessary at this time of year
when the base ball manager and the captain of
the Worcester team are ready to catch in theircapacious pockets all money floating around
loose. And right here it may be well to suggest that the proceeds of this new venture be
equally divided between the two above named·
avaricious individuals, for the furtherance of ·
the interests of their respective orranizations.
At any rate the jocular " end men " and
dignified " middle man " will have their turn
now and '· the side-splitting fare~ " will hold~
sway where the immortal Shakespere so
lately reigned.

ALTHOUGH somewhat early for any
definite decision, yet it will do no harm
to agitate the advisability of our joining some
foot ball league this year. The scheme has
certainly great advantages, foremost among
which is the fact that next fall will undoubtedly see Trinity represented by an unusually
strong eleven. Again, the players feel confi~
dence in their ability to win games. The
Foot ball Association is practically clear of
debt, and the experience of the past two
years has proved that we are comparatively
certain of giving a good account of ourselves in
any league composed of the smaller colleges.
The present tendency of college athletics
is towards the formation of leagues, and
any team not a member of some such organization not only has the greatest difficulty in
arranging games, but even in those which it
does arrange, it frequently happens that the
opposing college is not represented by her
best materials, as she naturally prefers to save
such for her league games. Victory under
these circumstances is an extremely doubtful
honor. Should the college treat the project
favorably, there are two places open to us,
We regret the lateness of the present
either the formation of a new league embranumber
of the TABLET, which has been caused·.
cing Worcester Tech. and, should they be
willing to withdraw from their present posi- by no fault of the editing board. The next:
tion, Stevens and Amherst. Should they TABLET will be issued April 6th.
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FROM THE " AGAMEMNON

OF iESCHYLUS,
11....:=

,[Translated lnto the orlafnal metre,l

39
ANTISTROPHE II,

CHORAL ODE
II
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STROPHE I.

Why o'er my foreboding heart J
·~
Hovers this unceasing fear ?
Why, 0 why, unbidden, unrewarded,
•Bursts from my lips and arises the strain of the Prophet ?
Why upon my mind's dear throne
Sits there not assurance strong,
Casting forth this darksome dread,
Like visions dim and drear? Lo, years hr.ve passed
Si!}Ce on the coast of glist'ring sand
. Stem-ropes stout from our boats were flung,
When 'neath Ilion's lofty walls
:Swarmed the sea-traversing host,

But if there flow unto the ground at a man's feet
Once his life-blood, purpling the spot with its stream,
Who can by his charming recall it ?
Else not as warning to all,
Zeus by his lightning had smote
Him who could bring from the grave.
But if Fate no bar had set
To the fate that succour gains
From the everlasting Gods,
Then my heart, out-stripping speech,
Would its bodeful strain pour forth.
Now it moans, in darkness sunk,
Sad and spirit. sore,
Hopeless it ever will bring to an end what is helpful, in
season,
While my mind with ardour glows,
A.M.

ANTISTROPHE I,

Now I learn from these mine eyes,
Whilst I gaze, their home-return ;
Yet my soul, self-taught, its lesson learning,
!Raiseth and chanteth the funeral dirge with its wailing,
Lyreless strains the Erinnyes love,
Hope's full confidence departs,
But not vainly throbs my breast,
Nor idly whirls in dark abyss of thought,
My heart, my heart oracular.
Yet ev'n now, though my hope is vain,.
To the mighty Gods I pray
Naught my prophecy may prove,
STROPHE II,

Verily health knoweth no bound as she beholds
That disease close presses upon her as foe,
. For only a wall is between them;
Man's evil fate as it sails,
·straight on its course o'er the wave,
·Strikes on the reef that is hid ;
And if fear, from well-poised sling,
·For the safety of the freight,
Shall but sacrifice a part,
Sinks not then the whole abode,
With its weight and load of woe,
Nor in ocean's depths doth rest,
So the gift from Zeus,
,And from the furrows which yield in the autumn luxuriant fruitage,
Oft hath quelled sore hunger's pang.

CHARLES SUMNER.

Charles Sumner was a scholar, a polished
gentleman, a model aristocrat, an agitator a
man of a single idea-a cultured fanatic. '
When he took his seat in the Senate, the
successor of Mr. Webster, the dominant power
in this country was the Slave Power. Ah !
But it was a monster octopus, involving in its
pitiless arms four million Africans, fed by
every influence of property and power, protected by every sophistry of law. Everybody
was its agent: from the President of the
United States to the petty clerk in the post
office who robbed the mails in its cause; from
the presiding officer in the Senate Chamber
to the sergeant-at-arms who guarded the
door; from the eminent divine in the Southern pulpit to the vagrant in the Southern
streets. In the midst of these evils, the Fugitive Slave Bill burst upon the land. Women,
guilty of no crime but misfortune, clutched
their children to their bosoms and fled-out
into the night-and "woe unto the man that
helps them " said the law.
"Ah well!" some one may say, "let us
turn in this hour to the sentiment of the North
to New England, the land of the Pilgrims'
rich in its history of freedom ! " Let m~
tell you a little story, a little historical tale.
On the 3rd of April, 1851, Thomas Simms a
ne~ro, ~uilty only of a thirst for liberty,
arrived m Boston. His back was welted by

40
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the lash, his coat torn to tatters. But as the
fugitive walked along the Boston streets and
passed byFaniuel Hallperchance hewassaying
in his heart: "Here are the traditions of the
New England fathers, the Bibles of the New
England matrons ; here, at last, I shall
find rest." Better would it have been for him
to have sought refuge in the slave pens of
New Orleans than in cultured Boston! At
five o'clock the next morning they led him
from the jail,-he was a stranger and they
took him in-they conducted him, weeping
as he went, to the water side, surrounded by
three hundred mounted policemen armed with
naked swords. They put him on board the
Acorn, owned by a Boston merchant, and
sent him in chains to slavery. So, the remorseless monster, stretching its loathsome
arm across the breadth of the land, would
pluck its quivering victim from the very doors
of the Temple of Liberty, while the sentiment of the North remained paralyzed. But
such were the times.
It was by no effort or desire of his own
that Sumner was a Senator of the United
States. He was elected by no particular
party. He recognized no man as guide.
"With the ample opportunities of private life
he was content." "No tombstone for me,"
he said, "could bear a fairer inscription than
this : ' Here lies one, who, without the honors or emoluments of public station, did good
to others.'" Why then did he accept this
public station-if he thought that way!
Solely to plead the cause of those four million
Africans in the legislative halls in obedience
to the call of duty. Duty was his guiding
star. He was compelled to follow. When it
closed against him those splendid drawing
rooms, where, before, he had been a welcome
guest ; when it drove him away from those
delightful libraries where he was wont to
spend his leisure moments chatting with men
of letters ; when it caused his former friends
to regard him as fanatical anp vulgar and his
enemies to strike him bleeding to the ground,
when his native Massachusetts broke his heart
with its cruel censure; he said within himself
" Be it so. I mnst do my duty.
On entering the Senate Chamber he
promply threw down the glove. Now the
Senate was a most unsympathetic place for •.a
man of Mr. Sumner's views to make a speech
in. It C()ntained an enormous Democratic

TABLET.

majority of reckless men,-haughty, dogmatic and violent. However, his first great speech
was made against the Fugitive Slave Bill,-:in the Senate. Now even Daniel Webster
had declared this bill constitutional,-as well
as slavery itself,-and Mr. Sumner's meager
and half-hearted constituency were either-·
looking around for some hole to crawl out of,
or smoothly apologizing for voting with his.
enemies. But he finished his speech and sat
down. The Senator from South Carolina rose
and said : " Mr. President. I would like toask the Senator one question. Would he.
representing Massachusetts here, under the
Constitution alone, without-the Fugitive Slave
Bill, send back to the South the absconding.
slaves?" And the man to whom the Commonwealth of Massachusetts did well to entrust her interest there, rose and returned the
answer like a blow from a scourge.: "Is thy
servant a dog that he should do this thing! ,.
So, leaving his peaceful home with its books
and pictures, he came into the burning fiery
furnace to lead out the Africans.
One day, five years later, in I 8 56, it was
rumored that Mr. Sumner, the great oraton,
of the North, would address the Senate or
the Kansas question. The galleries of the
building were fairly thronged. People stood
in the lobbies and upon the stairs, eager to
hear the great Northern lion at whose voicethe whole South trembled, and whose fame
had gone out through all the land. Then.
Mr. Sumner rose and began his great speech,
on the Crime against Kansas. It was the
master piece of his life. " Sir, " he said, " I.
propose to say something in reference to what·
has fallen from Senators who have raised
themselves to eminence on this floor in championship of human wrong. I mean the Senator from South Carolina and the Senator
from Illinois." And as that philippic went on,..
so fundamental in its logic, so inexorable in
its conclusions, and pitiless as the men around
him ; · and as it grew and broadened and
gathered force, and the angry whisper about:
the room deepened into a murmur, one of his
Southern opponents leaned forward and
said into his neighbor's ear : '~ By Jove._
that man's got pluck. I wonder whether
he's a fool, or whether he's unconscious of·
what he. does. I tell you it takes courage to
say that here ! " Ah ! but the gentleman,
who whispered into his neigebor's ear forgot.
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ERNST SCI-IALL,

B. ROWLAND ALLEN,

CORNER MAIN AND ASYLUM STREETS,

General Insurance Agent

Manufacturing Jeweler,

o---ANu--D- - - u O

STOCK AND BOND BROKER.

-AND-

§-OFFICE;-§

Importer of Diamo11ds and Watches.

No. 51 Trumbull Street, Hartfard, Conn.

Agents for Arundel Spectacles and

American Investment Co's and Showalter Mortgage Co's Seven.
Per Cent. First Mortgage Bonds on Sale. Call and consult us before-

Aguste Saltzman Celebrated Watches. insuring or investing elsewhere,

.
.
.
lM;t
'i'
HmuBJfl m
.:

.: .: .: C) : .

•·

:

.

. ·.:

..

..,

0••~· -····

HURD & MELLEN,
Crockery, ·.·. China,·.·. Glassware,·.·. Lamps.
BRIC-A-BRAC FOR WEDDING PRESENTS, &c.

255 Main St.

..

~

BULL, LAMB & CO.,

WINTHROP B. RANCE,
Perfect Baking, Quick Draft, and Fine Castings, BARSTOW
FURNACE. We have a long list of city references for
you to refer to, HOIJSHIJ!ll'ING .6.ND COOlmJ GOODS.

1'Ll7KBIXG, JOBBING .6.ND IOOFING.

Hartford. 189 & 191 MAIN STREET, HFD., CT.

Btow11, 1'1\oll\~OI\ & Co.
Have always on hand a full assortment of

-GENT'SFOR SALE.

FURNISHING

Goons!

AT POPULAR PRICES.
Gloves, Ties, Scarfs, Collars and Cuffs, Hosiery, Under.
Clothing, Handkerchiefs, &c.

BROWN, THOMSON & CO.,
Nos. 398,

THE STUDENTS'

Billiard Parlor

400

and

402 MAIN

STREET, Cheney Block,

BESSE'S CAFE
PARTIES SUPPLIED WIT}l

French and American Ice Creams.

§--262 MAIN STREET,--§

Refitted with New 'l1ables Novem~er 6th, 1886.

MATT. H. HEWINS, Prop.

239 Main Street.

Telephone Connection..

A. D. VORCE & CO., FINE ARTS,
276 MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.
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- - -G ALLUP A ND ~ ETZ GE R - - Pianos t and • O rgan s • for J Rent t a n d t Sale.
Finest Stock of Banjos, Guitars, and Musical Merchandise.

Special Notice to Students.
--:-eDo not give your Orders for Flannel Teninis Suits, before you have seen our goods and
.rompared our prices.
-...

Guaranteed GENUINE ENGLISH FLANNEL
.at the lowest price in Boston.
My agent will shortly call with samples.

16g

ASYLUM STREET.

·

- - - -- - '':c':S::EJi -- - - - -

P H CE N I

x

Insurance Co-m pany,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
STATEMENT JAN. 1 ,

1889 :
2

~:i:auts~din; L~es, _
:
:
:
: ·• •~~:
Reserve for Re-Insurance. 1,642'656 4~
NET SURPLUS,
- 1,172:..15 43
·
TOTAL ASSETS,
-·
- t1,oe1,H7 u
H. KELLOGG, President.

D. W. C. SKILTON, Vice-Prff't
GEO. H. BURDICK, Secretary.
CHAS. E. GALACAR, A11't S.C'1·

.J. H. MITCHELL. 2d Vice-President.

H. M. Magill, General Agent Westem Department, Cincinnati O.
Theo. F. Spear Ass't"
"
"
"
'

·On or about April 1st my Trinity College A. E. M!l:JillhGeneral A,:ent Pacific Departmen~ San Francisco, Cal.
J . C. HA1'T, Resident Agent,
.nartford, Conn.
Agent will open with a very full stock of

BASE BALL TENNIS AND

,

COLLEGE BO?K STORE.

,

.~ aows

ATHLETIC GOODS OFJALL KINDS. .

tc

caoss,

Booksellers and Station ers,

;N o. '79 A ey-lu:::cn Sueet, ::a:a.rtfo::rd..

Orders promptly executed.

f AJV1-ES yv. J3~NE,· ,

10 and 11 Harvard Row,
Cambridge, Mass.

W. B. GROSS.

L. BELKNAP.

0. B. BOARDMAN,

Hack, Liveryl&Boarding Stable,
No. 104 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

L E"W"IS J . YOUNG :,
Rear of 60 T EMPLE STREET.

ElJILDER AND CONTRACTOR
!LL JOBBINQ NEATLI DONE AND PROIPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Dr.a ke & P arsons,

BOOK BI NDER S,
354 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn,

ALEXANDER CURRY,
-SAMUEL CLARK.

ANDREW SMITIL

Collage Printinll af EvBl'Y Deaariptian a Specialty,
:we have recently made exten1lve addition• to our office equipment•, In
pres1e1 1 type, and other material, and we are now better prepared
than everto mfftthewant• ofourcustomer•,
1;$TIMATES FURNISHED,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Cash Grocery and Tea Store, Butter and Eggs
Retailed at Wholesale Prices.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FRUITS.
82 State Street,
Hartford, Conn.
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one thing--that the highest type of courage
is unconscious courage. Our ancestors of
the Revolution did not say, as they went up
to the guns, 11 Look! I am going to perform
an heroic act : " but II How sweet and becoming it is to die for one's country! " Charles
Sumner's courage was of this peculiar kind.
Some called it the courage of fanaticism;
some, the courage of a righteous cause.
Two days after this famous speech-which
had stung the South to madness-the Senate
adjourned, but Mr. Sumner was still sitting
in his chair, bowed over his writin-g desk; he
·is answering his correspondents. One hour
later · the chair is overturned. The busy
writer lies upon the floor, bleeding and
stunned, and almost lifeless. Preston S.
,Brooks, a representative in Congress from
-South Carolina, hurries from the 100m with a
heavy bludgeon; and that same night
throughout, the whole land, all the little news•boys shrieked through the ~treets their" Extra
Editions" and "Supplements." "Dastardly
assault on Senator Sumner I" shrieked the
North. " The Old-Time Chivalry of Southerners Revived!" shrieked the South; "Abotlitionist Sumner Meets his Desert at Last! "
And the man who had been stricken down
:goes forth from his country for four years~
the tortured exile in the hospital ; and the
senatorial chair of the commonwealth of Massachusetts during that long time stands empty
in the Chamber, in silent eloquence against
.Southern wrong.
Time passed. Mr. Sumner was in the
Senate again. The slaves had been freed
·some years before. His " one idea " had
become realized.
And now for the cruel censure of his state.
What was that censure ? He was accused of
•insulting the soldiers of the Union; of degrading their victories and their well-earned lau.rels ; of committing an unpatriotic act. What
was that unpatriotic act? It was a resolution
·introduced in the Senate ten years after the
war, that the names of victort"es agat"nst fel./ow-dtt'zens should be erased from the regiimental colors of the army. This was the
Northern storm that bowed his head in his
old age I This was the unpatriotic act !
·What I Would not the North and the South
1fight side by side in future wars ? And as
North and South would rush shoulder to
~shoulder against the sheet of flame from the
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works of a common foe, should those from
the South see at their head the flag that
reminded them of .the ignominious defeat at
Gettysburg, or the surrender at Appomattox?
What! were not North and South of the
same blood, of the same people, of the same
flag ! Does a man boast that he has killed
his brother!
More than a generation has passed away
since those trying times. The indiscriminate
judgments of his contemporaries may be laid
aside, and we can offer our tribute to this
great reformer.
He was the man for the hour. History
was repeated then, as more than a century
ago. There were the same timid voices to
cry "Peace, peace! We are unable to
cope with so formidable an adversary. Let
us sit down and wait." When sophistry had
been exchanged for justice, when great statesmen of all partie"s were arrayed against him,
and the land was groaning under its shame,
he was true to the national heart, as it
throbbed in the days of Washington and
Franklin and the Adamses. He was true to
the honor of New England and disappointed
it not, even though it was to his own hindrance. When he entered the Senate chamber, careless both of insult by day and plans
of assassination by night, as he stood there
amid those scowling faces, doubt not that
terrible voice and outstretched arm played no
mean part in the great national drama which
lifted up this bleedini' country from the dust
and made her free ! And as that warm
blood gushed down upon the Senate floor,
doubt not the sleeping spirit of the North
received a rude awakening,-that a man
would start up suddenly and demand of his
neighbor, " Why stand we here idle ? "
What is true greatness ?
Not the contemptible meanness of Lord
Bacon, nor the .selfish reasoning of Disraeli,
nor the illiberal policy of Hastings, nor the
unscrupulous ambition of Napoleon: these
things do not make one truly great, nor do
they profit a nation at the last
Well might this undaunted man be called
by the cognomen of Aristides; and surely,
what name is more glorious, or more lasting
than The Just !
The next issue of the TABLET will be
on April 6th.
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beckons to him. They engage in a whispered conversation; Mrs. Kirkbright describes
her pocket book and soon the policeman
orders the driver to stop and proceeds to make
a rapid search of the car. Some passengers
smile, others protest, and one old lady says
something unpleasant about Mrs Kirkbright.
The latter sobs hysterically and seeks refuge
in her cologne bottle. General excitement
prevails. The accused '' look daggers" at
the accusing, and the policeman at length
finding the search fruitless, orders the car to
proceed, and pompously retires.)
Miss Matks, (after a little, looking curiously at Mrs. Kirkbright,) "Are you sure you
have lost it? How too-bad ! Bernadine,
you're forgeting to ring the bell. We change
here, you know, to go to Mrs Forsythe's.
Mr. Stokes, (rising,) "Aren't you coming,
Mrs. Kirkbright? We will investigate that
matter again, but I hope it won't prevent
your going to Mrs. Forsythe's !"
Mrs. Kirk. " Oh, I think it will ! My
nerves are quite unstrung. I-think I will
sit quietly here. Good bye! "
.Miss Marks. " Why, I thought you were
going, of course ! Surely you received-Ah
well, good bye ! I hope you will find your
pocket book ! "
(They leave the car, and the silence which
follows on the part of the injured passengers
is not broken for several minutes. Then Mrs.
Kirkbright can contain herself no longer and
enters into a lively conversation with her
daught~r and Mrs. Trouville, unmindful of
the whispered comments and stony glances
cast in her direction.)
Mrs. Kirk. "Was ever a woman so mortified ? To think I had to borrow that money
before her after all! That conductor! That
policeman ! And James brought it to me
from Europe! Nt>t that I cared about what
was in it at all! I don't know how much
there was-but you saw all that lovely leather
and silver work, Mrs. Treuville-and her look
as she went ! Oh, I wouldn't h~ve had her
know for anything that Mrs. Forsythe didn't
send us cards and yet she guessed it ! I saw
she did! "
.Mrs. Trou. " She is a most unreasonable
person, and one whom you always want to
put down ! I-but here we are at Fanny's.
We must get out. Tell that man to stop this
car ! "
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Miss Kirk. (looking out of the window,)
"There are only three carriages at the door!
I don't believe a single soul is there I Mrs.
Forsythe has taken everybody and that Miss
Marks-''
.Mrs. Kirk. ( with suppressed eagerness as
she rises to leave the car,) "Julia! Mrs. Trouville ! Never breathe a word-but l've been
sitting on it I See! I haven't been robbed
after all. Here is my pocket book!"
ROB: TRENT.

REMARKABLE MARK&
\Vhat wrests us from the arms of sleep,
And makes us from our couches leap, ·
And anxious looks at watches keep?
'Tis marks.
Why hurry we along the walk
With late-scared faces pale as chalk,
E'en stopping not for chaff nor talk?
'Tis marks.
We hasten toward the chapel doors,
We enter in by threes and fours,
And saint-like tread its oaken floors
For marks •
We love our lectures, so we do,
We love our recitations, too ;
What is the reason ? Sad, but true,
'Tis marks.
Class officers too oft draw near
And whisper soft into our ear
A sound which still methinks I hear," Three marks."
We join the " sixty-nine club," oh !
How well our parents' wrath we know !
But one '' cut " more and then we go.
Those marks !
And when to class ourselves we take
We hear old jokes which make us ache,
Yet loud we laugh all for the sake
Of marks.
When our exams. are yet unpassed
And midnight oil just bums its last,
We trot our ponies, oh, so fast !
For marks.
Our honor, too, we deem of nought,
And childhood's '' cribs " again are sought.
E'en life itself seems little aught
But marks•
There's one thing marks do not concem,lt is the TABLET, which, we learn,
Reaps no reward but cutting, stern
Remarks.
'
ACE OP HEARTS.
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Washington Steam Laundry
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THE ORATORICAL PRIZE CONTEST.

The oratorical contest was held in Alumni
Hall, Thursday evening, Feb. 28. From the
fact that preliminary trials were held in two
of the classes, the audience rather expected
unusually good speeches. Nor were they altogether disappointed. The first speaker was
Williams of the Junior Class. His subject,
"the dis-establishment of the Welsh Church,"
was a well chosen one, especially as Williams
was born in Wales, reads and speaks the
Welsh language with ease, and is familiar with
the question he treated. His address was
written and delivered well, though his voice
and manner was slightly monotonous. He
neglected, too, to infuse his words with personal feeling or to bring out any of those personal anecdotes with which he is acquainted.
He did not even tell the audience what " disestablishment" meant. His gestures were
much the same throughout and added but
little force to his remarks. He has, however,
an excellent voice which filled the hall well,
and combined with his clear enunciation it
was of great value to him.
Thurston, '91, was the next speaker. His
picturesque subject of " the Jesuits in the
Northwest," was well handled and presented
in a lively and forcible manner. His voice is
a little harsh, and his delivery was strong but
rough. The opening of his address was
spoken rather too fast and thus lost much of
its effect. His manner was active and spirited, though his gestures were much too stiff.
That he won second prize, perhaps, is the
best criticism that can be given of his speech.
The third speaker was Rogers, '91. · His
address on Charles Sumner is printed elsewhere. It is an admirable composition and
the thoughts are well connected throughout
and are clothed in beautiful language. His
powers of magnetism were in full force, and
he held the attention of the audience most
closely. His tremulous tones were very effective, but he had a tendency to II over do
it " in that line. He lacked nothing in force,
and his gestures were good and appropriate.
His delivery was slightly too dramatic and
his voice needs developing, but it was evidently the opinion of the audience-in which
the judges coincided-that he deserved the
first prize, which was a warded to him.
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Cheritree's subject, "Henry George and
his Philosophy " was one to which the sympathies of the audience did not readily incline.
His speech, however, was well constructed
and well finished from a literary point of view
and his evident sincerity _and earnestness produced a most favorable impression. His voice
is clear and full, and served him well. His
manner was very natural and easy and his
general delivery was particularly graceful.
His gesture,, perhaps, were too numerous to
have all their desired effect, but his speech
was full of force, although he did not get
worked up in it and lose himself as much as
he should have done.
Chase, '89, the next speaker, chose for his
subject " Metamorphoses," treating of the
principle of change in nature. His address
was philosophical in tone, possibly too much
so for delivery. It had an air of gloominess
about it which was intensified by the low
tones of the speaker, who allowed his voice
to fall at the end of sentences so that it was
quite inaudible in the centre of the hall. His
delivery, however, was finished and graceful;
his gestures, very appropriate but made a little too rapidly.
The last speaker was Jarvis, '89, and his
subject " the Mechanical Age "offered opportunity for some acute criticism on the material tendencies of our civilization and our national indifference to the beautiful in our lives.
Unfortunately Jarvis had neglected to memorize any of his sentences except the first, and
was utterly unable to do justice to his address
which both in thought and expression deserved a good presentation.
The delivery of the speakers, on the whole
was good, but the need of elocutionary training in college was very evident. We hope
this defect will be soon remedied. It most
certainly is a serious one, and we trust
that another year will find some elocutionary department at Trinity. The committee
who kindly acted as judges consisted of Rev.
F. W. Tompkins, Jr., Mr. Charles Dudley
Warner, and Mr. C. H. Clark. After the
awarding of the prizes the hall was cleared,
and a very enjoyable dance followed, in which
a large share of the audience joined. The
oratoricals, on the whole were a success this
year, and the careful arrangement of the committee in charge did much to make the affair
enjoyable.
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, Everything in
the Way

CAPITOL,

of gymnasium ap~aratns, of the latest and
most apprond pstterne, for Hem,, Society

Main St. & Capitol Ave,

g~i~ool use, can be

Hartford, - Conn.

A.G. SPALDIXG
&BROS..
108 JIADISON BT.,
OHIO.AGO.
lMl JmO~A,16:BJ[,

Absolutely First-class.

Bend for their Cal&•

HOTEL CAPITOL,

C. A.

lope.

SWAN.

·

ASK FURNISHERS
FOR OUR

SILK SHIRTS.
LINE OF •. ••
TRAD&

BLAZERS •. ·.

IS VERY LARGE

RELIABLE MARK,
MADE ONLY BY

BROKAW MFG. CO.,
NEWBURGH, N. Y.

THE NEW
STAR HXIR DRESSING ROOM,
Is one of the most Commodious, Light, and Airy Rooms in New England, and for satisfactory
workmanship and neatness it is second to none; we have also adopted the Hot Towel System now in use
in Boston. We also have in conjunction a Parlor for Ladies, where all kinds of Hair Work, Hair
Dressing, Manicure and Beautifying in every detail is carried on. Thoroughly competent Lady Artists in
attendance.
·

ADOLPH ZIMMERAIANN, Prop.,
Op;. Park Central Hotel.

387 Allyn Street, and 53-55 High Street,
HARTFORD, CONN.

KI~BALL"'S

- - -Straight Cut Cigarettes.--unsurpassed in Quality,

Used by People of Refined Taste.
HIGHEST AWARD AT BRUSSELLS, 1888.
The Finest S:anok.inK Mixtures are 0£ our Manufacture.
15 Flnt Prize Medal,.
_WM~. KIMBALL & 0_!., ROOHEST~R, N. Y.

United States Hotel,

P. H. SMITH,
HARTFORD, CONN.

LIVERY HACK, BOARDING AND SALE STABLES
SNELL BROTHERS, Proprietors,
OMNIBUSSES A SPECIALTY.
Cor. Summer and Foster Streets, opp. Union Depot, 167 to 172 Main Street.
Orders by Telephone.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Under the new management the hotel has been thoroughly
renovated and is first-class in every respect.

Heated by Steam. Elevator and Electric Bells to every Jloor.
PRICES $2.00 and $2.50 PER DAY.

PARK'S
Broile~ live lobster an~ Musty Ale.
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WILLIAM H. POST & CO.

0, H, OAS~,

GRAND OPENING

IMPORTER OF

OF

Jiantonbs & J)rrcions Stours

Carpets, Curtains and Paper Hangings, at the
New and Spacious Store,
N
0.
428 and 430 MAIN STREET.
FRENCH CLOCKS, ONYX TOP TABLES,
Rich Carpetings, consisting of Axminster, Moquettes,
BRONZES AND VASES.
Wilton and Body Brussels, with Borders to match. Turkish and Smyrna Rugs, Curtains and Curtain Goods, Shades
Spacial Attantiaa paid to Fine Watch and Jewelry and Paper Hangings.
Repairing,
WILLIAM H. POST & CO.,
HILLS BLOCK,
335 MAIN STREET. 428 & 430 MAIN ST.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

•
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--&-

ALLIN HOUSE DRUGSTORE
Sole agents for

DITSON'S,
r:B!:SH BON BONS
PECK
&

.A.ND CHOCOL.A.TIS.

SNYDER'S
AND MY OWN LINE OF RACQUETS AT LOW r42 Asylum Street, Cor. Trumbull.
PRICES. Racquets Restrung in the Best Manner at Short
Notice.

FENN,

A.H. Pomeroy, 220 Asylum St.
HARTI<'ORD, CONN.

FURNITURE,
205 MA.IN ST.

J, J. f"001.£ a co.~

MANUFACTURER OF

F4ae Coaf~ot4•••~Y,

~ •• ·;

HARD AND SOFT WOOD

: •• ·:

373 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

For Grate, Stove and Kindlings, by the Barrel or Cord.

ENVELOPES

Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna for
Domestic Purposes.

Writing Papers, Fancy Boxes,
Books,
Diaries,

FI ~E

COAL;

Blank

PRI~TING/

Wholesale and Retail, at tae Extensive Manufactory

Office: 278 Main St., Trust Co.'s Building.

GEMMILL,BURNHAM&CO.
Merchant Tailors,
Manufacturers and Retailers of

OF THE

Plimpton Manuacturing

FINE READY-MADE CLOTHING.

COMPANY,

64, 66 AND 68 ASYLUM ST,, HARTFORD, CONN,

250

Pearl Street,

-DRESS SUITS TO RENT,-

Hartford, Conn.

J. H. ECKHARDT,
MANUFACTURER OF ALL KINDS OF

- - -PICTURE FRAMES,- - AND DEALERS IN

,lost.PH GILLorr•s
»tJt~l lP•n•

FOR ARTISTIC USE in fine drawinr,
No• • 659 (Crowquill), ago and 291.
FOR FINE WRITING,
No• .
3•3 and Ladies', 1,0.
FOR BROAD WRITING,
. No•• 194, 38g and Stub Point, 84g.
FOR GENERAL WRITING,
Noa. 332, 404, 3go and 604.

Joseph Gillott & Sons, 91 John St,, N, Y.
PICTURES FRAMED TO ORDER AT SHORT NOTICE.

281 to 287 Main Street,

Hartford, Conn.

· HENRY HOE, Son AGaNT,
Sola~~ ALL DKALERS ,,,,.,,,,"'""' ,,,, Wwld.
Gold Medal Paris Exposition, 1878.
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.

The world has come to an end ! The foot
ball suits have been "called in." We congratulate the manager most heartily.
The programme of the gym~asium exh!bition was posted in the gymnasium some time
past. There are six contests.
All recitations and lectures were suspended
on Washington's Birthday. Than ks to our
worthy father for having a birth<l'1y !
The trials for the oratorical contest took
place in the English room, Feb. 2 5• The
professors of Greek and English were th e
judges.
The annual dinner of the Alumni Association was held in New York, Monday evening,
Feb. 25. Many distinguished guests were
present, and the speeches were excellent;
prominent among them was that of Mr.
Clemens of Hartford. The College quartette
sang very well, doing just credit to the college in that line.
The prize version appointments were published as follows: from the Senior class, Scudder and Williams; Junior, Griswold and J.
McCook; Sophomores, Pedersen and W.
Wright. Tuttle, '89, received an honorary
appointment. Owing to the refusals of some
of the candidates, Sennett, Littell~ and Shepard have taken the places respectively of
Scudder, J. McCook and Pedersen.
The fifth regular german of the season occurred Monday, Feb. 25. It was led, by
Messrs. W. Bulkeley 'go and Greene 92.
There were eight rounds of favors, all of
which were very pretty. The german was a
larger one than usual, owing to the new rules
of the club. Mrs. Morgan G. Bulkeley a nd
Mrs. J. L. Greene were the chaperones.
Rogers '91 and Thurston '91 won the first
and second prizes at the oratorical contest
upon Feb. 28. A criticism of the speeches is
given elsewhere.
The Psi U Glee and Banjo Club gave a
concert at Cheshire Thursday evening, Feb.
28. The music was very good, and the club
received many encores and were well entertained.
A few patriotic students floated the stars
and stripes from their windows on Inauguration Day.
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The order of batting was posted by the
Captain March 4- The old gymnasium is
used for a cage, and daily practice both in
batting and fielding goes on there regularly.
At a meeting of the executive committee
of the Athletic Association held March 5th,
it was ascertained that the association would
very shortly be obliged to give up the use of
the present boat-house and remove the boats.
One boat, at least, is in very gooddcondition_.
and it is purposed to bring that an w1iat~ver
others are serviceable to the gymnasium.
They will probably be slung above the track.
There is, however, some chance that the
Young Men's Christian Association may purchase them. This would be an excellent thing
for the college, as there is little prospect of
the boat club ever coming to life again. Furthermore it is evident that the only row that
is likely to come off this year is the row_ a
recent editorial of the TABLET has made Ill
college circles concerning the outlook of boating here.
The Junior standing was published March
5th. There are twenty-five members in t~e
class, but only nineteen take the course m
arts. Thus it is probable that no more than
seven will be taken into the Phi Beta Kappa
Society. The first seven in order were:
Griswold, Pynchon, Williams, Coleman, Spencer Conover and Hutchins. Griswold's
ma~k was 9. 5.' Scudder's, '89, last year was
9.6. When the list was put upon the bulletin board, there was the usual rush of the
"Kappa Beta Phi" men to cutoff their names
from those of the rest of the class.
During Lent Dr. Hart purposes to give a
series of lectures every Friday evening at
6: 4 5 in his study. The subject w.ill be the
Christian Life.
S,turday, March , a "fake" notice was
9
posted requesting all Freshmen to be present
on the campus for the cane rush in the afternoon. Some of the calss obeyed the summons, and when no Sophomore could be seen,
brought a cane out upon the walk and rushed
into a Junior's room. They now claim the
rush. What say '91?
The Missionary Society held a special meeting Monday evening, March 11, at which the
Right Reverend Bishop of Southern Dakota
addressed a large number of students upon
the life and manners of the Indian. The ad-
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dress was very interesting and instructive,and
fully illustrated the utter falseness of the proverb that " the only good Indian is a dead
Indian."
The Dramatic Association contemplate
giving minstrels instead of a play after Easter. The date assigned is the twenty-third of
April.
The Glee and Banjo Club have given four
concerts since our last issue. The Hartford
concert Feb. 26, was a great success; more
than five hundred people were present, and
about $175 was cleared, of which the Tyler
Post receives half. The programme was
rather too long, and the singing on that account was less spirited toward the end. Nevertheless, on the whole both clubs did remarkably well and deserve much praise. Every
piece in the first part was encored, and
throughout the audience was very appreciative. The banjo and guitar duet by Bull and
Mallory was very good while Coleman's playing on the violin was excellent. The Wild
West Trio received four encores, and though
their selections were not altogether classical
they were highly amusing. At Windsor
Locks, March 1, the club met with a warm
reception. The house was crowded and insisted on hearing every song that the club
knew. A very pleasant dance was given after the concert. At Bristol, March 5th, the
weather was very disagreeable, and on that
account the house was poor. Both the singing and playing, however, were up to the
usual standard. The most enjoyable concert
of the season, no doubt, was given at Farmington, March 14. The audience certainly
must have inspired the club to do even better
than usual. It was the best, although not the
largest, audience before whic? they ha~ been
this year. The date at Meriden, April 4th,
has been cancelled, and the proposed western
trip grows more doubtful every day. Smith,
'90, however, still receives letters from Detroit on the subject. A concert will probably
• be arranged at New Britain at an early date.
The annual meeting of the Executive Committee of the New England Intercollegiate
Athletic Association, took place at the Quincy House, Boston, March 9th. Conover, '90,
represented Trinity and was chosen secretary
of the committee. The other colleges were
represented as follows : Amherst, Porter,
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President ex offecio, and Duffey; Brown,
Sacket; Dartmouth, Moses; Wesleyan, Eggleston; Williams, Hopkins; Worcester, Rice.
It was immediately decided to follow the Intercollegiate Association of the Amateur
Athletes of America in withdrawing from the
National Association and adopting their own
rules to govern their field meetings. Mr. J.
F. Cox, of Williams, was elected grand marshal. After a long discussion the standing
broad and standing high jumps were reinserted in the number of eve1,ts and the 220
yards hurdle race was still retained also. The
designs of last year's medals were again selected, and the prizes were ordered to be
ready upon the day of the field meeting.
The following is the order of events settled
upon :-1. 100 yards dash (trial heats), 2.
Tug of War (first trials), 3. Half mile run, 4.
120 yards hurdle race (trial heats), 5. Pole
Vault, 6. 220 yards dash (trial heats), 7.
Running High Jump, 8.. One Mile Run, 9.
Throwing the Hammer, 10. Quarter Mile
Run, 1 1. Standing High Jump, 12. Tug of
War (second trials), 13. 220 yards hurdle
race (trial heats), 14 Two Mile Bicycle Race,
15. 100 yards dash (final heat), 16. Putting
the Shot, 17. Standing Broad Jump, 18.
120 yards hurdle race (final heat), 19. Running Broad Jump, 20. Two Mile Run, 21. 220
yards hurdle race (final heat), 22. Tug of
War (final), 23. One Mile Walk, 24. 220
Yards Dash (final heat).
Owing to a mistake Trinity was not represented at the meeting of the Intercollegiate
Athletic Association held in New York, Feb.
23rd.
PERSONALS.
ALUMNI.

FILLEY, '28. Marcus L. Filley is still engaged
in business _in Lansingburg, N. Y.
MAY, '37._ James A. May is a resident of
Marshall, Mich.
MULCAHEY, '42. A second edition of a volume by the Rev. James Mulcahey, D.D., entitled
"Christianity in the Daily Conduct of Life," has
just been published. The first edition was published_ anonymomly.
PADDOCK, '48. Bishop Paddock has returned
from his trip abroad. ·
WILLIAMS, '78. The Rev. John W. Williams

..
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is an assistant minister in Trinity Parish, New
York, having duties at St. John's Chapel.
BURTON, '83. Richard E. Burton, lately
teacher at Johns Hopkins University, wrote the
original hymn with which Joseph Cook is accustomed to open his Monday evening lectures in
Tremont Temple, Boston. The hymn, which
appeared in part in the Hartford Courant, is
entitled The Reign of Peace. Mr. Burton is now
on the staff of the Churchman, New York city.
VAN ZILE, '84. Mr. E. S. Van Zile's latest,
The Last of the Van Slachs, is being published in
the Hartford Times.
MAGILL, '84. The address of the Rev. J. E.
Magill is 61 Church street, New York city.
SHEARS, '85. Married, in Greenwich, Conn.,
February 27th. George P. Shears, M. D., and
Miss Susan H. Moore.
BOWMAN, '87. C. W. Bowman visited college
lately. He is studying architecture in the
Columbia School of Mines.
The various members of the Class of '88, as
far as heard from, are occupied as follows :
E. C. Johnson, 2d, is at his home in Norwich
for the present, but expects soon to resume his
studies at the- Columbia Law School, which he
was obliged to leave on account of iii health.
Mr. Johnson attended the Inauguration Ball as
the guest of S. H. Giesy, '85.
· F. C. Wainwright visited college lately. He is
studying at the General Theological Seminary,
New York.
L. H. Paddock, who has just returned from
abroad, is visiting college. He intends to pursue
a course of study in Boston this coming year.
J. W.R. Crawford is employed in a paymaster's
office, Jacksonville, Fla.
W. G. Scott is with the Armstrong Mfg. Co.,
Anniston, Alabama.
A. I. Upson is in the employ of the Howe
Scale Works, Rutland, Vt.
G. M. Brinley is teaching at St. Paul's School,
Concord, N. H.
·
L. W. Downes is Studying electrical engineering in London, Eng.
.
W. S. Hubbard is teaching at the Holderness
Shool, N. H.
C.. E. Purdy is teaching at the State Normal
School, St. Cloud, Minn.
The following were among the clerical delegates to the Federate Council of New York, in
February: From the Diocese of New York,
Rev. Drs. A. B. Beach, '41; T. Gallaudet, '42,
and J. Mulcahey, '42; from western New York,
Rev. S. R. Fuller, '70 ; from Albany, F. M.
Cookson, '61; from central New York, Rev. Drs.
J, Brainard, '5 1, and A. B. Go~drich, '5 2.
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Harvard is to have a new dormitory which
will cost $200,000.
Seventy-two men are training for the Harvard Mott Haven team.
There is to be a series of stag dances at
the various fraternity houses at Amherst this
winter.
The Seniors at Williams have at last decided to have the usual class day exercises and
have elected their officers.
Buffington, of the Philadelphia Base Ball
Club, will train the Brown University nine
this spring.
At the spring meeting of .the Technology
Athletic Club Harvard took five first prizes
out of ten events.
The Yale Freshman Glee Club has been
chosen. It will have twenty-six members.
Columbia College's President receives a
larger salary than any other college President
in the country.
The outlook . for a good freshman nine at
Yale is said to be rather unpromising.
Pictures of the Yale athletic teams will be
exhibited at the Paris Exposition.
Brown is to spend $2,000 for base-ball, of
which $ I ,300 was raised at the first meeting.
Lafayette has forty-two candidates for
positions on the ball-nine.
John Morrill of the Bostons will coach the
Wesleyan nine this spring.
The Trustees of Prieceton have given Dr.
McCosh a pension of $2,500, whether engaged in his duties or not.
Five men have been suspended from
Brown for cribbing.
The make- up of the Yale crew is still very
doubtful ; it is probable that neither Carter,
Gill nor Corbin will row.
There are 295 students at St. Paul's school
this year.
The endowments of Rutgers College for
the past year have amounted to nearly $160,000, to be used in the construction of a laboratory and a dormitory.
Harvard has offered a cup to the winner of
the preparatory school base-ball championship.
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TH[ RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT No. I CIGAR[TTfS
are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored and
~highest cost Gold Leaf grown in Virginia.

This is the

Ol<l and Original bran<l of Straight Cut Cigarettes,
and was brought out by us in the year

Beware of Iniitations, and observe that the

·,'--, .... ~

JY

I 87 5.

~-

AS BELOW

FIRM NAME

is on every package.

ALLEN & GINTER, Manufacturers, Richmond, Virginia.

$5 and $6 J~~u;~~i~g~F is Immense, Horsfall & Rothschild,
Having all the style and appearance of regular
goods. Our line of

$10

ENGLISH & noMEsTic surTrnGs
is very full and attractive, and will be made in

Good Style and

Finish

HATTERS AND

Mens' Outfitters

,

AGENTS FOR YOUMAN'S AND KNOX'S HATS.

AT LOW PRICES.

JAMES CLARKE,
Hartford, Conn.

73 Asylum Street,

Shirt Makers. Complete line or Athletic
Suits.

93. and 95 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD.

Buy Your Shoes
-OF-

Manufacturers &
Importers of

Souc1
331 Main Street.

FowLER

&

SAN

CHEMICALS
-.\HD-

Chemical Apparatos
1105, 1107,

1109, and 1111 Third
Ave,, New York .

. BEST QUALITI or

!PP!R!TUS

~. •· eAai.ow.
-DBALBR IN-

Books and Stationery,
282 .lSTLUll STREET.
A full line of the Seaside, Franklin, and all the cheap libraries,
Vi11itin& Carda a Specialty. All orders attended to promptly.

ORGILL

BEST
'

• . •. •. · ••. •. · •· . · • · •· . ·

-

USE-

Hartford Smelling Salts,
MANUFACTURED BY

T. SISSON &

co, HARTFORD.

25c. a Bottle. Postpaid 3oc.

.PHOTOGRAPHER

IN

THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES TO STIJDE.NTS.

Cor. Main and Pearl Sts., Hartford.

Go to CHAS. R. HART & CO·, for vour
CARPETS, DRAPERIES AND SHADES.

Largest assortment in the city and at Lowest Prices.
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PRINTING AND BIN DING.
Unsurpassed facilities for furnishing College Catalogues, Society Publications, Addresses. Poems, Genealogical and
Historical Works, Library Catalogues, Etc.
(i'P
I
BOOX:-BINDINGt
'~
Much attention is given to miscellaneous Binding and R~ring. Old Covers strengthened and re!l tored. The work in this department
includes the entire binding and repairing for some of the leading libraries in this country, Information regarding any proposed works, the
probable expense, etc., will at all times be furnished,

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD CO., PRINTERS, BINDERS,
And Manufacturers of Blank Books, "American.. Diaries, and Records,

HARTFORD, CONN.

ROBERT GARVIE,
(Successor to Wm. A. Garvie,)

PRACT 1CAl PlUM~fR &GAS flTTf R,
1

GAS FIXTURES A SPECIALTY.

No. 12 Mulberry Street, Hartford, Conn.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Specs,
and Eyeglasses Repaired and Warranted to please, at

LOUIS GUNDLACH & ~ON,
Successors to DEMING & GUNDLACH,
20 STATE STREET.

BTUA~T.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SITTINGS QUICK AS LIGHTNING.
U,-The most difficult subjects solicited ..Jfl
Special attention to those connected with Trinity, and other
Institutions of Leaming.
275 MAIN STREET,
HARTFOR~. CONN,

CAMPAIGN
FOR SALE.

PAINTING.

Transparencies, Fla.gs, Procession Banner3, &o.
General Painters and Sign Makers.

PRESTON &

KENYON,

125 l'earl Strttt, Cor. 'l'rumbull.

TAILOR.

Room 11, Cheney Building,

KOCH'S CAFE,

Second Floor.

358 Asylum Street,

$teaks, etf)opB anb 8a1ne.
W"elch Rarebit.

COMPLETE STOCK OF
WINES AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Golden Buck.

THE TRINITY
THE STOLEN POCKET-BOOK,
A FARCE.

It is a rainy afternoon in March and a
crowded street car is waiting at a crossing on
Eliteton Avenue. From the drenched windows the impatient passengers are gazing out
at three water-proofs and umbrellas which may
be seen approaching rapidly by a side street.
The umbrellas are waving frantically and the
water-proofs betray a fluttering agitation as
the horses seem about to start. The driver
is good natured, however, and waits a few
seconds longer, till the water: proofs materialize into three ladies and the ladies arrive,
very much out of breath, at the platform of
the car. They are Mrs. l{irkbright, Miss
Kirkbright and Mrs. Trouville.
Mrs Kirk. (to the conductor, as she prepares to ascend the step,) " Will you kindly
tell me if this is my car?"
Miss Kirk. " Why didn't you stop when
I waved that time ? "
Mrs Trou. "Does it go by my sister-inla w's-Mrs. Ward's-Mrs. Algernon 'o/ard's?''
Conductor (shortly,) "This car goes to
K - street."
Mrs. Kirk. (offended at his tone,) "That
was all I wanted to know ! Of course it is
then ! Come ! "
(They enter the car, shutting umbrellas
and shaking out water-proofs.)
Mrs. Kirk. (in a voluble whisper as she
looks around,) "Not a single seat after all
that run ! "
Mrs. Trou. (confidentially,) " My heart
beats yet ! "
Mrs. Kirk. " So does mine ! "
(Gentleman rises and offers seat to ladies.)
All. "Oh thank you ! "
.Mrs. Kirk. " You take it dear Mrs. Trouville ! "
Mrs. Trou. " Oh no, I couldn't-you take
it please I
Mrs. Kirk. "But I really don't want to
sit down!
.Mrs. Trou. "Neither do I-I'd a thousand times rather stand I
Mrs. Kirk. (with sweet firmness,) "But
you must!
Mrs. Trou. "No-I ska'n't I" (In a moment she sits down. Soon two men rise and
. offer their seats. Mrs. Kirkbright and her
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daughter, with voluble expressions of gratitude, accept them.)
Mrs. Kirk. (whispering,) " I think they
might have done it before ! Julia-have:-you any change for this conductor ?
Miss Kirk. "Why, no-you borrowed my
pocket-book yesterday for .that agent! "
Mrs. Kirk. " So I did, dear, and now I've
forgotten my own ! "
Miss Kirk. "Why, mamma, I saw you
put it in your pocket the last thing! It was
on the dining room table. Bridget was thereand I gavca it to you. Don't you remember?Mrs. Kirk. (searching uneasily,) "I do and•
I don't, Julia! Yes, I believe I do! But
where can it be? It isn't anywhere-it-"
Mrs. Trou. "Dear me I I've just four cents.
in my purse!"
Mrs. Kirk. "Julia-you're sure you saw·
me-?"
Miss Kirk. "Positive ! " (turning to conductor,) '· We really haven't any change t
I'm sorry I My father is Judge Kirkbright~
He will give it to you some day.
Co1tductor. "Really, Miss, I must have it
now!"
Mrs. Kirk. (with conviction,) Julia-it almost seems as if I had been robbed-my
pocket has a hole in it I "
(Mrs. Trouville here drops• her pennies on,
the floor and they roll under the seat.)
Mrs. Trou·. "There-mine's gone now ti
What shall we do ? "
Conductor, (smiling,) " I guess you'll be
able to find your pocket book marm I "
Miss Klrk. (loftily,) 11 She has you told
that she hasn't got it! " How much money do-.
you suppose you've lost mamma? ''
:A-Irs. Kirk. (agitated,) 11 Why, Julia, what
a foolish question ! How should I know ? "
Cond. 11 I shall be obliged to charge you
fare, marm. Orders is to allow no dead heads .
on this line ! "
· Miss Kirk. (vexed,) "Preposterous ! Mamma let's get right off! I never heard of such a .
thing ! The idea ! "
Mrs. Kirk. " But if we have to walk we
shall be too late and you know, Julia, you're to pour the tea and that dress of yours will:.
be ruined ! Why did I forget it ? "
Mrs. Tro11. (delightedly,) "There's Mr.
Bernadin Stokes, and he's going to get in I "
Mrs. Kirk. " And Miss Marks ? "
Miss Kirk. (sarcastically,} 11 Oh of course ~
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They're always together since the engagement
Mrs. Kirk. (sitting down perplexed.) "Ihas been announced ! "
I - you know what I said before- "
Mrs. Ki"rle. " Grey is becomingpto her and
Cond. "I believe you said, marm, you
she knows it ! I don't think we had better was goin' to buy some flowers."
get out, Julia I I wouldn't let her get there
Mrs. Kirk. "I did say so, sir, but you
before we do for worlds! I told that dress- did not stop! It's too late now-we-my
maker to make my pocket firm, and just see! daughter wanted them very much indeed
We must put up with his insolence for now, and-"
I suppose, but just wait!
I'll have James · Cond. "Were you goin' to pay for the
report him ! Is my bonnet all right ? " flowers, Miss ? "
(The car stops to admit Miss Marks and
.Miss Kirk. (incoherently,) "Insolence ! "
Mr. Stokes.)
Mrs. Kirk. (desperately,) "Sir-how dare
Miss Kirk. (in concealed undertone,) you- ? "
"What an assuming air she has ! If she
Miss Marks. " Why Mrs, Kirkbright,
wasn't here I'd a~k him to lend us some ! " what's the matter ? "
(aloud,) "Good afternoon, dear Miss Marks!
.Mrs. Kirk. "Oh nothing. I-"
How lovely that we should meet ! I'd offer
Mrs. Trou. " I'm sure Mr. Stokes will lend
you a seat but you'd be squeezed to death you some money, Mrs. Kirkbright ! Won't
I'm sure! How d'ye do Mr. Stokes ! Of you, Mr. Stokes ? "
course you're both going to Mrs. Wards?"
.Mr. Stokes. " Why, certainly, I should be
Miss Marks. "Oh no ! We're going to delighted, I'm sure ! " (taking out his pocket
Mrs. Forsythe's I Aren't you ? "
book.)
Mr. Stokes. ., She's giving this afternoon
Mrs. Kirk. (helplessly,) " You see, Mr.
reception for her sister, Lady Dalrymple, you Stokes, I've-been robbed ! "
know!"
Mr. Stokes, (excited,) "Robbed ? In this
Miss Marks.
"Isn't Lady Dalrymple car? Why didn't you tell me before?"
lovely, Mrs. Trouville ? "
.Mrs. Kirk. (letting herself go,) '' Julia is
Mrs. Trou. "I never have had the pleas- sure I put it in my pocket before we left!
ure of meeting her. My son-in-law in Eng- We had to run and they wouldn't wait and
land knows a cousin of Lord Dalrymple's then he was so insolent! (To conductor,) Mr.
very well."
Kirkbright shall complain of you to your
Mrs. Kirk. (whispering in suppressed vexa- president, sir, and I will never enter one of
tion,) .. Julia, think of our not being invited I your cars again-never, as long as I liveI wouldn't let them know, on any account! not till they are run by electricity!"
Not a word about money to Mr. Stokes, now!
Hr. Stokes. "But, Mrs. Kirkbright, if you
No, not for worlds I She'd never get over it I" have been robbed, it must be investigated.
Miss Kirle. "But what shall we do?"
How much money have you lost?"
Mrs. Kirk. "Anything-to get out! We
.Mrs. Trou. "You see she doesn't know."
must get out, Julia I Think of an excuse."
Miss .Marks. ·' Did you feel when he took
Miss Kirk. " We might say we wanted to it ? "
stop at this florist's, to buy some roses-"
Hrs. Kirk. "He? Oh !-no! I just
Mrs. Kirk. "The very thing!" (Aloud, put my hand in my pocket and found it had
sweetly) "So sorry we can only have this been stolen! I knew right away I'd been
glimpse of you, Miss Marks I We shall have robbed-so di<;i Julia, and Mr. Stokes if you
to say good-bye here. Give my love to dear will lend me fifteen cents or-a dollar if you
Mrs. Forsythe. Mrs. Trouville, dear, Julia have it-I will send it to you tomorrow mornwants to buy some flowers, so we are going ing. I never was so provoked in all my life ! "
to get out at this florist's. Do you know if he
Mr. Stokes, (looking anxiously at Mrs.
is a good one, Mr. Stokes? You think so? Kirkbright as he pays conductor and gives
Good-bye, good-bye I" (turning) "Conductor, her a five dollar bill,) "Really my dear Mrs.
stop the car; you're going past I "
Kirkbright, if you have been robbed, the
Mrs. Kirkbright and her daughter half rise. matter should be investigated!"
Cond. "I must trouble you again for your
(At this moment a policeman, strangely
fare, lady."
enough, happens to enter the car and Stokes
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PARK DRUG STORE

---s-

CIGARS, CIGARETTES, Wines and Liquors for Family and Med•
icinal uses. Toilet and fancy articles,

376 Asylum St:reet,
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Lyons, Fashionable Hatter
--AND--

Hartford, Conn.

One Block from Union Depot.

GENT'S FURNISHER,
Headquarters for Neckwear, Canes, Gloves, &c.

159 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE.

Go to New York Furniture Store, 263 Main Street, for
bargains. Good goods at low prices. Walnut chamber
suits, marble top, ten pieces, including bedstead, bureau,
combination commode, table, four chairs, rocker, towel
rack and woven wire mattress for $40, which are put on
exhibition in our show window.

JOHN KENNEDY & SON,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
Under the United States Hotel,

·wEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED
11

A LIBRARY IN ITSELF.~•

Hartford.

CHICAGO l-lEDlUAL UOLLEGE
Cor. Prairie Ave., and 26th St., Chicago, Ill.

Medical Department of the Northwestern Uniuersitg
Session of1888-9. N. S. DAv1s,M. D.,LL.D., D.EAN.
0

~fi~1

sei~:i:;t:~li~!~Mls~.!1l~\~~~F~ee~J;;,st~~~h
1~~¥h~~~::fe
of instruction ts graded, students being divided Into drst, second, and
third ear classes. QualUic&tlona :tor admtBSion are, either a degree
13
~~ tpreh~~:~~ft~~t:~i~!J~t~table
academy, a teacher's certU1~t:•.
The metnud instruction ta conaplcuously practical, and ts applied
in the wards of the Mercy, St, Luke's, &nd Mtch&el Reese Hospitals
datly at the bedalde of the Bick, and ln the South Side Dispensary at.
8
1~~!.\~dd t:n~J&fi~~leJ~e!'?e~eaf;fc~1:/1~~.t~~~~rt:~1! !~g/!~\~~uta:c~
tures, ftrat and 11econd years, each $75, third year free. Demonstrator,
lncludin'ifmaterl&l. Laboratory, $5. Breakal!e (returnable) $5,
6
le~~r:r;:~r stueJ~:~ ' fffn!fi~~a~~at~~i:i~e.:: ~~ ~;r;.~sle~~
Private Classes or Microscopical Laboratory. For further tnformalion or announcement, address as above.
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The latest l11sue of this work compriJ:Jes

A DICTIONARY
containing 118,000 Words, and 3000 EngraTings,

A CAZETTEER OF THE WORLD
locating and briefly describing over 2.i,000 Places, and

A BIOCRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persons; a1!10 various Tables,

ALL IN ONE BOOK.
It baa 3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more Illustrations
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AND
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than any other American Dictionary.

"The best investment for the Family, the School, or the
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